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The Rootstein Hopkins 
Parade Ground is a most 
extraordinary space, 
not just because of its 
vastness – 3500sqm, 
but also because it is in 
a unique location; in the 
centre of London, in the 
heart of Westminster, 
adjacent to Tate Britain 
and the River Thames. 
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If you have any further questions please  
do not hesitate to contact the events team

Email
ccwvenues@arts.ac.uk

Telephone 
020 7514 9305

www.arts.ac.uk  
search ‘venue hire at Camberwell, Chelsea 
and Wimbledon’ to view all spaces available

Dimensions
The RHPG is a 3500 square metres space  
with an orientation of NNE to SSW.

Capacities
The maximum capacity is 750, however this 
is dependent on a number of factors include 
the nature of the event and use of temporary 
structures. 

Lighting
A unique LED lit geometric grid defines the 
space, which for evening events, can be 
programmed to complement and enhance  
the activities, illuminating the Parade Ground  
in sections and sequences to create  
stunning effects.

Mast street lamps are positioned on the  
4 corners of the RHPG with a 3 tiered  
lamp formation.   

Power 
There are a series of pop up power supplies 
across the RHPG with access to both 16 amp 
single and 3 phase outlets. Distribution of this 
can be provided at an additional cost.

Water
4 water points are located at the corners of  
the granite set area. Access to rising mains  
is available for high capacity requirements.

Fixing Anchors
There is a 5 metre square grid of anchor fixings 
in the granite set area, equating to 95 in total. 
Each fixing has a vertical load pull of 350kg.

Finishes
The ground construction is of flat top granite 
setts with integral lighting strips flush with the 
surface. A wide, but variable in width, bonded 
area surrounds the granite sets. A tree, bench 
and lighting column are positioned at each 
corner. The centre comprises of a grassed 
area 12 metres square.

Access
Supervised access is via the main gates 
located on John Islip Street.  No vehicle 
may drive on the granite set area unless an 
approved portable track system has been  
laid. No such conditions apply to the bonded  
gravel areas.

Additional/associated spaces
Other spaces on the University campus can  
be hired in conjunction with RHPG, subject  
to availability. 

Other Amenities
Kitchen and toilet facilities are not included.

Timings 
Event end time no later than 2100

Noisy setup and de-rig activities between 
0800-2000 Monday-Friday  
0800-1600 Saturdays 

Silent working only on a Sunday

Cost 
POA. All prices quoted will exclude VAT
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